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ALTERsNATIVE WADER CATCHING 
,,, 

Introduction 
, 

Most full-grown wader,,, are cau½,ht •ing can•ou..-r•et.,,'. 
multi-shelf mist nets. Both are specialized techniques, be,..:It: '•:;uited 
to group efforts where there are ].arge numbers of waders. In 
the Oxford Expedition to Varangerfjord (a large fjord in north ea•:•t 
Norway; see WSG Bulletin 13) had to find alternatives; the expertise 
and equipment for cannon-netting were not available, and multi-shelf 
mist nets are not effective in the arctic twJlight. So, walk-in 
traps, s•gle-shelf mist nets and clap-nets were used; over 3,000 
captures were •de by four people i•t a month, and, on or•e occasion 
286 birds were caught in twelve hours; there must be many s&tes in 
Britain where these techniques could be used to advantage. Our 
experiences show that they certain'ly are not outdated, but-. are .•J_mply 
suited to different circ•star•ces to the two n•jor catching met, f•ods. 
We hope to convey some of the experience gained •rom :intensive 
of the three methods described, and enable wa•ter ringers to catc•t 
more birds more safely. 
Ha!k-in •raps 

a) Construction: two d •" ' • • 
"Ottenby" and "Revtangen" named a•'ter their sites of origir• 
Scandinavia. The former will be described jn detail, as we fo,•r,•] it 
to be the more efficient of the two. 'TwilweZ(]' galvanize•] wire nettin,,,; 
(2.5 x 1.3 cm mesh) was used. This netting has its ow• rigidity, r•o 
a frame is not essential. 

The Ottenby is rectangular, with two slightly curved 
entrance funnels, one on each of the two long sides, and offset from 
each other (see diagram). On the two shorter sides smaller gathering 
cages are attached, with hinged lids for extracting birds. The main 
cage of our traps were 120 cm long, by 60 cm wide, and 45 cm high, but 
the size of the trap could •doubtedly be reduced, at least to 90 cm 
by 45 cm by 30 cm. The gathering cages were about 25 cm long, 18 cm 
wide and 20 cm high. 

The roof of the trap is a single piece of nett•n,,-•, arid t•te 
main walls two pieces. The ends of these two pieces are curved 
inwards to form the entrance f•mnels. The parts are sewr• toget}•er 
with a suitable gauge wire, and even with ot•r lar,.,• trapr• 
resulting structure was quite strong; if a trap ,*½•ts ;,. •t, 
it can be moulded back into shape. However, the •:tret•l.:rl;h •ouJ•] 
increased by sewing a straight piece of thicker wire irtto -t,•e •am 
along each edge, and the traps used at Ottenby Bi•'d Ob•ervatory •ave 
a wire netting floor which increases their strength and durability. 

The gathering cages are attached to 18 cm x 20 cm openings 
cut out of either end of the •in cage. They are built on the same 
principle as the •in cage with s•11 f•nels of their own. The 
half of the roof furthest from the main cage is removed and a hinged 
lid attached to cover the opening. This lid must be held closed with 
a hook, or the occupants will be able to escape. It is possible to 
cut the gathering cage from • single piece of netting, with a second 
piece for the lid. 

The funnels should be set surprisingly narrow, a.• 
will literally force their way in; a gap of 1.9 cm to 2.5 cm 'i,,:• 
for Dunlin, and only 0.6 to 1.2 cm extra is needed] for Ruff. We 
not secure the funnels to the roof, but reset the gap •ach t,-•me 
repositioned the traps. S½)iky end•:½ were not ]•).½t on 1,be r•r;1, t,.ir•,.•, 
except on the bottom of the wails, w•te.r'e the.y co•l.•] be •.•,,.( i•'•to 
substrate to hold the tz'ap in position.- 

The differir•g widths of the maitt ar•{] gathr•ir•,,• 
makes the traps awkward to handle. The mode['r• de•:J. gn o•' the 
used at Ottenby B 0 has the width arid heig•tt o.t' tire mair• tr½½[• r'educed 
a little, while those of the gatheri•g cages a•'e iucrear•ed, so t}tat 
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these dimensions are the same for' tJ•:e twr'• csges. The ra.•'.uJ•oant 
is box-shaped with no projections, and is easier to store and mal•e 
(see sketch). 

b) Principles of Operations: the trap w('•:'•s• o'•'• the 
principle of a •ze. Feeding wader• are cha•elled towar•s [,he 
by 15 cm to 23 cm high wire nett•r•[•' guide walls; t'•ese are 
to efficien2 catching. The b2rd•'::: easily find their way Jn 
the entrance funnels, but because the i•unne]s are curve•.l a•i 
from each other 2he birds inside th• trap cannot see straight out of 
a •nel (c.•. duck decoys). Nor is i2 possible for a bird to walk 
in through a runnel on one side ar'•d straight out of the other (which 
did happen with the Revtangen.). The birds search around inside the 
trap and eventually end up in the gathering cages, having made their 
way through the runnels on these. 

c) Siting: one of the biggest problems w.i•:h wad•' 
z ..a which 2. a. not • is finding a good site, ideally a feeding a .e .... .ag•iarly 

flooded. In Norway, we initially tz"apped on an a'rea oi • semi-tidal 
pools through which a river flowed; good feeding' co•'•dilions were 
•intained by flooding by the sea at spring tides, at which times the 
traps could not be used. •ter, the traps we•e •se-t at a drinkir•g 
bathing place, and on vast mounds of rotting kelp heaoed above the 
nor•l tide-line by a storm combined with spring tides. T•'a['•s ar'e 
best set in groups, interconnected with •ide walls, but single 
Ottenbies can be used effectively on the waters edge (in non-ti•a]. 
waters) with the long axis parallel_ to the shore, and guide 
extending up and down the beach (see ske•;ch). The l•!oo_r of the 
cage may be wet, or even have water to a depth of a l'ew •i]l.imetre•, 
but it is imperative that the floor of the gather'inc ca6e i.•: not wet, 
or the birds will get damp surpris-[ngly qumckly. We found that 
handfulis of sand in the bottom of the gathering cage pr'evente• this. 

d) Operating: traps are extrerr•ely safe to op•rate; 
conditions can be closely controlled and the problem of over'-catchin•t 
does not occur as birds can easily be released by oper•ir•g •.he trap, 
thus •king the technique ideal for single ringer's. In good weat•er 
it was fo•d that traps could be left as long as four hours ben'.ween 
emptying. This does not mean that they can be left unatten•fied that 
long, and they should be emptied more frequently in wet or windy 
weather or if •ny birds are caught. Birds do not become agitated 
until a person approached the trap, and will continue t•eedin•I inside, 
apparently •aware that they have beer• trapped. When wad er's are 
approached they usually walk to the opposite end of the trar• arid cat• 
be coaxed into the gathering cage in this way. Passefines, once 
other hand, tend to flap around and if they ca,:not be persuaded 
a gathering cage quickly it is better to release them. Some 
particularly Snipe, are less calm in traps, and tend to abr'ade t•eir 
head pl•ms_ge by j•ping repeatedly. •f you are J ikely to catch this 
species the traps should be emptied regularl.y, a•d also, as suggested 
to us by Nigel Clarke, the roof can be made of a •ofter •ter2al, such 
as fine mesh terylene or plastic netting. 

It is important to rer•ember that birds in trap• 
•lnerable to h•n and ani•l predation. We had tro•ble w.i th a 
Merlin which killed a Dunlin through the wi•'e when it c•:'•w•,•<• 
the 'V' shaped space between the i'•r•ne! and side o•? t[•e 
cage; baffles fitted over this spot solved the problem. I)•,:•;, 
and especially children also pose a tht•eat, so tra.[,s •[•ou].• •'• 
•der observation from a distance. 

If a trap is out of action for any reasons, the two 
funnels can be closed by pulling one side of eac}• of the 
to the outside of the trap, and the lids of the •,.[athermng cages fixed 
open. Alternatively the whole trap can be turned upside down., 
provided, of course, that it does not have a sewn-in base. 
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e) Ottenby ve•"sus Revtai•gen desi•r'•.: the Oi, ter•[•y 
to be a better design t}•an the Revtangen, the latter being t, ria•:•tfiar 
with a funnel in the centre of each side, an5 a single gather•.n•'; cage 
at one corner. Whiltst the curved and o2•fset 2fun•els of the Ottenby 
held birds well, waders tended to walk strai•'r•t through the Revtangens 
and out of an opposite funnel Per•nant gathering ca,'•es were not 
initially fitted to the Revtangens, which 1 • 
The funnels had to be made and sewr• in separa•,ely, as they were only 
half the height of the trap• a.•d the triangular shape _•'es•l-•,<•d 
nasty edges to sew, and made the traps mo•e r]ifficult to store •',,•d 
transport. 

A great deal can be di•covered about the e•?fectiver. ess 
a trap by watching the behaviour of t,ir•s f•om a distance; whet•'•er it 
is designed well, sited correctly• and the funnels set at the cor'rect 
width. 

Single-shelf Mist ..Netting 
During August we caught 1,600 birds in eight nets, a total 

length of under 100 metres. In the conditions there, from.a few 
twilight at the end of July to five hours darkness eac• night at the 
end of August, this technique proves] highlN eff'ect•ve. The ne•s were 
m•.de up from loose netting and tethered on the bottom •eJ_f 
The nets were set on four foot (1.2 m) poles, ar• even ].or• 
were easily set by one person. 

Mist nets were often used in tb.e same [•laces a• 
Because the nets are not tall even slight rise• ir• the f•rour•d ca• be 
explo2'ted to provide backgro•ds for the net•'• an• in some of 
sites nets were effective even in broad dayli•ht; Ru2•f were 
coming in to feed in a marshy depression surro•ded by a metre-h_i,,(h 
bank. Multi-shelff nets, on the other hand, were not efl•ective evet• 
when it became quite dark at the end of August. 

Usually single-shelf mist nets are most successi'ul 
set at right angles to a shore, but we found that we caught many birds 
with the nets set parallel to the shore, but seaward to the feeding 
area, from which the birds were disturbed into the nets. 

Nets were set as low as possible, and in general over dry 
•round. We found that large birds, like •le Ruff, often did not 
become e•eshed and simply bo•ced out of the nets; setting-the nets 
so that the pockets were much deeper alleviated this but of course 
reduced the catching area off the net. The largest birds we caug[•t 
were Bar-tailed Godwits, Oystercatchers invariably bour•ced arid mo•t 
of our catch were D•lins. 

Single-s•elf mist netting can be u•;ed wherever it •.:: too 
light for multi-shelf nets; Ian Fo•'syth is ,•' . uomng them succe•-•sf• 
where city lights •ke multi-shelf netting impossible. 
Clap-netting 

The nets we used had poles a•; both ends an• wex-'• ela•otic 
powered. The tensioned elastic •de the nets very fast but al•o 
potentially dangerous and great care must be takers. We do not 
intend to detail their construction, as clap-netting 2. r.• best learnt 
from someone who knows how. 

We caught nearly 400 birds on a tidaO beach, bu•-, .rat'ely 
more thar• three birds in one 'pull'. The nets were set on the tide-- 
line, where birds fed on the tidalwrack all the time, or lower o•'• the 
beach to catch feeding birds as they were forced up the beach by the 
tide. Catching on the rising tide•was a matter of chance; there was 
only about a quarter of an hour when the tide was at the right height 
to keep birds in the catching area before the nets were wasl•ed out 
and had to be moved. However, frequently mo•"e tha• one catc[• wasa 
possible before this hap•ened. 

Olap-nettin• •s hard work, but •a• •e,'•,ain •va.r•,t•:•. 
It is [•ighly selective, one car• wai t, t'o•'. a •t• •,•,• l•, • •.•t wt• i_•_• 
others move in and out of the •,t•tc•-• •::•r"•:a. '•,,. ?•:•,•, •.l•, C•'•w 
Sandpipe•'s ski.rte• the estchin•,• ar•ea• -,, w•,i]• • i)• •. wan•'•',• 
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our markers with gay a. bandon was just one of the t'rt•:"½tz'atior•;• at, lact.c,'t 
to cla['-•tetting. The •;econd adva•tage was thal; clap-nets co•]_• t•e 
used in bad weather. !n a ?our ds}, •a!e, w}'ter• t•aps '.,l•:.,r'e oral, •,1' 
operation, and mist nets woul• not stand up, let alone eatn• i•, was 
possible to contir•ue cls,•-r•ettin• t}•r'ou•hout. 

Hate Les,•ells e Roderr. ok Le::lie 

Miss C M Le:•sells, Edwar'd 
Dept of Zoolo•,{y, South Par'k:: Rosd, Oxf'or'•. 

INSTR[ICTIONS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF BOXES SUITABLE FOR THE KEEPING OF 
WADERS 

designed by Jack Sheldon, text b:/ Anthony Williams 

These instructions should be used in conjunction with examination 
the diagram of a completed box. 

(Measurements are given here in feet and inches as materials are 
commonly supplied in this wap in Britain. Overseas •'eade•'s ma.y ].ike 
to note that 1 inch = 2.5 cm• i foot = 30.5 cm, approximatel.y.) 

Materials required 

Plywood 

1 in. x 1 in. 
timber 

Aluminium Strip 

Bolts, Wing nuts 
and washers 

Hop sack 

Varnish 

Screws & Nails 

:- 1 sheet (2 ?t x 4 ft,) of' '5/•; irleh O•ll, d{)or' 
:- This is probably not available, bt•t th•:•t'•, is a 

metric equivalent w•:ich i•: sli,,[htly smaJ 
but is as •{ood rot the .•o•. It i:• 
available •n 6 ft l•,•',,•ths w•ic• _i.:• ::•.i_t,a•le 
5 ft 4 in. is needed for each •ox made. 

:- 1 inch wide. As far as I know •t', can or•]• •e 
bought in 6 ft lengths. Four strips are 
required for each box, the iengt•h dependi•g 
on the height required fo•' each box. (Tl•e 
large box I made had 16 i}•. strips, th• 
ones 9 in. strips). 

:- For each box, four •- in. hexagonal headed bolts 
either 5 it,. or 6 in. lon•{. With t•ose are 
required four of the respective size• Win•l 
and 8 washers. 

:- Choose one of medium t}•icR•e•s a}•d o• darh 

material. The sack sho•l.d obviously have 
few holes in as possible. 

:- Any outdoor wood var•is•, •.e. the chea[•est. 

:- All screws should be steel, •rass ones a•'e 
strong enou{•h. 

12 x 1 inch screws. 

lO screws for the li•, si•e depe•s •r• 
thickness of wood used fo• • making t}•e 
see notes iN assembly 

S x 1 inch nails (panel pins). 

Tools required 

The only tools required that might not be found it: the ordinary 
household tool kit (if such a thing exists) 

:- a • in. bit and a bit the size of t•/e parcel 
pins to be used, bot,• must be able to 
metal. 


